
Support  
Customers  
with Advanced 
Hydration  
Solutions

Retail stores from inlines and boutiques to anchors and big box 
stores are unique places with specific needs for both customers 
and staff. Quench’s broad line of bottleless water coolers, 
sparkling and flavoured water dispensers, and coffee machines 
ensure that your storefront or backroom has hydration solutions 
tailored to meet the individual requirements of your retail space. 

Quench also offers mineral-infused and electrolyte enhanced 
filtered drinking water on-demand with quenchWATER+, which 
offers a unique drinking water experience for customers and is 
shown to more effectively hydrate busy staff.

Switching to bottleless water coolers is an instant win for your 
store’s sustainability efforts. By ditching single-use water cooler 
jugs, your store will help save on plastic consumption, while also 
saving money. On average, most Quench retail customers save 
up to 80% from switching to a bottleless water cooler system!

Retail’s Most Trusted 
Filtered Water Provider
Quench is the leading water-as-a-service 
solution provider to thousands of retail stores 
coast-to-coast. Retail customers choose 
Quench as their preferred partner because of 
our dedication to hydration solutions, including 
point-of-use water coolers, sparkling water 
dispensers, ice machines, and a diverse range 
of coffee machines. From the very beginning  
of our relationship, Quench works relentlessly  
to ensure that we understand the requirements 
your store, customers, and staff need. Plus,  
our bottleless water coolers allow for the 
continuation of any sustainability initiatives, 
while also saving money.

Quench 
Customers
• Sam’s Club

• NAPA Auto Parts

• Sephora

• Target

• Whole Foods

• Sherwin Williams

• Dollar Tree

• Good Spirits

• Subaru of America

• T-Mobile

Ice

Reliable  
water and ice 
dispensers for 
stock rooms or 
staff receiving 

areas.

Touchless 
filtered water 

coolers for 
thirsty 

shoppers.

Filtered
Water

Sparkling & 
Flavoured 

Water

Sparkling water 
machines with 

added flavoured 
water for enhanced 

shopping 
experience.

Coffee

Single-serve 
coffee brewers 
are perfect for 
busy waiting 

rooms



It is a night and day difference; [the water] just 
tastes so pure. Also, the Quench technicians are so 
professional, neat, and polite – truly a differentiator.
Tamar Moloney, Facilities Coordinator, Road Runner Sports.
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Talk to a Quench 
Retail Expert Today!

Diverse Selection for Unique Retail 
Needs

A refreshing supply of filtered water, sparkling and flavoured water,  
chewable ice and premium coffee is essential to the shopping experience 

of your customers and the perks for your staff.
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